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HCA SHOWDOWN: DEMOCRACY OR NOT

Dear Fellow Freedom Fighters,
TRIAL BY JURY IS DEMOCRACY ...
MAGNA CARTA says: "No free man shall be taken indeed imprisoned, or exiled or outlawed,
or dispossessed, or destroyed in any way, nor shall we pass over him nor send over him unless
by the lawful judgment of his equals which is the law of the land."
DEMOCRACY means that the PEOPLE RULE and the PEOPLE have SOVEREIGNTY ...
"the ultimate authority to make and impose laws".
DENYING TRIAL BY JURY is TREASON, an act intent on overthrowing DEMOCRACY...
absolutely INTOLERABLE!
I have drawn up the paperwork to file into the HIGH COURT of AUSTRALIA for a
judgment that the RIGHT to TRIAL BY JURY cannot be denied in any Court in Australia.
It is not a judgment that can be made by any method other than by 12 SOVEREIGN PEOPLE
of AUSTRALIA sworn in as JURORS to judge the facts and the law.
I will file this action into the Registry of the HCA on the 23rd floor of the Law Courts
Building, Queen's Square, Sydney at 2:00 pm on Thursday the 12th of March, 2015.
Anyone wishing to be there in support will be most welcome.
Attached is the AFFIDAVIT (all ready J.P.'ed) and the STATEMENT OF CLAIM
with myself as the Plaintiff and the COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA as the
Defendant.
Of course, we have FREE ACCESS TO COURT ("without impediment of any") and "To no
one will we sell, to no one will we deny or delay Right or Justice" (MAGNA CARTA).
I hope all will go off smoothly ... as those who staff the Registry are ordinary Aussies who,
like the rest of us, must want Justice for All and a future for our children.
Yours sincerely,
John Wilson

From:
Sent:

John Wilson
Saturday, Mar 14, 2015

Dear Fellow Freedom Fighters,
As was to be expected, our TRAITOR-JUDGES think they've got the game wrapped up.
I went along to the 23rd Floor, again today, and the middle aged woman working there
immediately gave me a large envelope in which I found a letter, my Writ of Summons,
Statement of Claim and Affidavit (see that attachment "HCA Rejection").
By the most remarkable coincidence, the High Court of Australia was in session and the room
was crowded. ... so, I walked in and up to "Chief Justice" French and, speaking so everyone
could hear, "What's going on here? I'm not allowed to file an action in this court for a Jury to
determine whether we have the right to trial by jury. What sort of country is this?" and,
turning to the large number of beautifully dressed ladies and gentlemen, told them what had
just happened at the front desk. French and his offsiders stood up and departed and I was
asked to leave by several Security Guards.
I sat down on one of the chairs just outside the courtroom and after an entertaining exchange
of conversation with an increasing number of Security Guards and Sheriffs, I was physically
lifted out of my chair, carried to the lift and dumped on its floor. On reaching the ground floor,
I was again carried out into the street and placed on a wet park bench in Queen's Square...
etc., etc., etc. I'll have to get the CCTV.
Attached here is the story in the Court Attendance Notice, for anyone interested... of course, I
shall demand Trial by Jury... and I'm back where I want to be... IN COURT. Because that's
the only place to take on our enemies.
Also, isn't it funny how things happen?... having a full house in the High Court, right there
and then... it was the first Sydney sitting day for 2015 with a brand new addition of "The
Honourable Justice" Geoffrey Arthur Akeroyd Nettle... almost as if they had been organized
for my petit entrance.
And how about this year being the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta (?)
If we can't unseat these "evil counsellors, judges and ministers" who are "endeavouring to
subvert and extirpate our laws and liberties", we don't deserve this wonderful country.
Anyone who cannot see that THIS IS WAR is a blind fool.
BANKS v THE PEOPLE... and the BANKS will continue to STEAL and KILL and
DESTROY unless GOOD MEN FIGHT.
The battleground is OUR COURTS ... the THIEVES and TRAITORS hold these, NOW,
but COMMON LAW will TAKE THEM BACK.

MAGNA CARTA LAW ... the LAW of the LAND.
"No free man shall be taken indeed imprisoned, or exiled or outlawed, or dispossessed, or
destroyed in any way, nor shall we pass over him nor send over him unless by the lawful
judgment of his equals which is the law of the land." ... TRIAL BY JURY!
When I was released, the Police Officer said, "I suppose you'll ask for trial by jury."... I'm
going to DEMAND it.
The first witness I will subpoena will be "The Honourable Justice" Robert Shenton French
AO.
The JURY will have to be a FULLY INFORMED JURY with the COURAGE of righteous
men and women who say the prayer of "So help me God" when they swear the Oath.
We don't need the 4th Box in Defence of Liberty (the AMMO BOX) while we have that 3rd
one ... the JURY BOX.
Our ENEMIES know that .... and "The Honourable Justice" Robert French is doing all he can
to deny it to us ... TREASON beyond the shadow of a doubt.
Alan Jones told me, "Forget trial by jury. Forget it."
Brian Wilshire told me, "Forget it, John. The bad guys have already won."
Not in this lifetime!
Yours sincerely,
John Wilson.
PS: From inside the "caged truck", being taken to the Sydney Police Centre at Surry Hills, I
could see the street banners on telegraph poles along the way advertising "Les Miserables"
with the words, "CAN YOU HEAR THE PEOPLE SING".
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